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                OLD English yðhengestas, it appears, is a hapax legomenon, occurring only in Anglo-Saxon Chronicle annal 1003, although found in Chronicle manuscripts C, D, and E.1 Despite its rarity, however, it is a compound whose elements and meaning are abundantly clear: yð is a well recognized term for ‘wave’, and hengest clearly means ‘stallion’, ‘steed’, or ‘horse’; as a whole the compound yðhengestas functions as a fairly familiar type of Old English kenning for ‘ships’.2 Indeed, this very type of compound with hengest is notably productive in Old English: cf. brimhengest, faroþhengest, merehengest, sæhengest, sundhengest, and wæghengest. In all these cases, hengest combines with a first element meaning ‘wave’ or ‘sea’ to form a compound meaning ‘ship’.
Yet all of these other compounds (several of which are also singly occurring) are identified by the dictionaries as occurring exclusively in poetry, in apparent contrast to yðhengest's appearance in the Chronicle's annal 1003, an annal that has never been identified as having a poetic component. Further, in Old Norse, as Bosworth-Toller points out, the cognate form unnar hestr is itself restricted to poetry (s.v. yþhengest).3 In every way, then, the appearance of yðhengestas in the prose of the Chronicle should stand out as exceptional. Indeed, such a circumstance might even urge us to ask whether annal 1003 might contain an unrecognized passage of Old English verse.
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